
STOREFRONT .. mighty mouse of gallery .. 
more provocative ideas per square inch than any 
museums in New York 
Ken! Berwick 

The place is shaped like a slice of pizza, and its 
not much bigger, but there's nothing small about 
the visions on view at STOREFRONT for Art 
and Architecture Architectural exhibitions at 
STOREFRONT, which operates on a shoestnng 
(and often a frayed one at that), have been 
putting museums to shame for years 
NEW YORKERS 
March 13, 1989 

From its founding STOREFRONT has been the most 
innovative, progressive, and fearless gallery devoted 
to architecture m the United Stales, Tireless m its 
friendship for experiment, STOREFRONT has been a 
unique resource tor both practitioners and public, a 
stimulus, a goad, a forum, and a fnend In an age of 
easy architectural virtue. STOREFRONT has never 
flagged in fighting the good fight on behalf both of 
architecture as a social practice and of architecture as 
the untrammeled realm of fantasy and ad 
Michael Sorkln 

STOREFRONT has become a center tor inno¬ 
vation, for ad that is inherently involved with 
urban issues and public life. There is no other 
place In New York, or in most cities, that regu¬ 
larly operates as an active forum to examine the 
future of public, urban life through the activities 
of adists and architects throughout the wodd 
Art Forum 
March, 1987 

In a tiny storefront, big design ideas grow 
Despite its size. STOREFRONT has managed 
to put together a number of pretty impressive 
shows and lecture programs, and to make their 
presence felt all over the world 
NEW YORK TIMES 
October 27, 1988 

►ukJ Ike to make a contribution of $_ to 

>R€ FRONT M/ contribution * u* deductable to Itie 

intent of the la*, and the check is made payable to: 
STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE 

Here is an •anti-museum. * willfully uncommer¬ 
cial architecture .. Underdog Monuments like 
the STOREFRONT gives us a window onto this 
world They let use see the people's aspirations 
made manifest in the structure they regulady 
and passionately create 
METROPOLITAN HOMES 
September 1989 

92-93 
ECO-TEC 92* INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: in Corsica. France 
THE ART OF COPY: Dagmar Richter (Los Angeles) 
PRESSURE BUILDINGS AND BLACKOUTS: Mark West (Ottawa) 

STATE OF HEAVEN: DEGREES OF PARADISE: Mel Chin (New York) 
THE NEW AMERICAN GHETTO: Camilo Jose Vergara (New York) 
UNPROJECTED HABITS: James Cathcart Frank Fantauzzi and Terrence van Esiander 
STOREHOUSE: Gunther Domemg (Graz. Austna) 
FUTURE SYSTMES: Future Systems (London) 

90-91 
PROJECT ATLAS: A competition 
ARCHITECTURE IN AN INVERTED FIELD: Dan Hoflman (Detroit) 
HI-NO-MARU: Yukinori Yanagi (Tokyo) 
SCALE & PERSPECTIVE: Luc Deleu (Antwerp) 
OPERATION DESERT CLOUDS: Pearson Post lndustires( Provide nee) 
EMPTY PEDESTAL PROJECT: A group project 

89-90 
EARTH, AIR AND WATER STUDIES: Sandy Gellis (New York) 
SPIRAL, SERPENT AND SUNFLOWER: Zvi Hecker (Tel Avrv) 
TOO CLOSE: COSMOS MECHANI-COOL: Neil Denan (Los Angeles) 
PROJECTS 1985-1990: Ennc Miralles ♦ Carme Pinos (Barcelona) 
WESTERN OBJECTS EASTERN FIELDS: Julia Bolles and Peter Wilson (Germany) 
FORMALHAUT. Gabnela Seifert, Gotz Stockmann. Ottmar Horl (Franklurt) 
POST-CONSUMERISM A group project 

88-89 

METAMORPHOSIS: Peter Cook and Chnstine Hawley (London) 
POSEIDON: Steve Barry (New York) 
SIMULTANEOUS CONCEPT A group exhibition with Galene Aedus (Berlin) 
PROJECT DMZ: A competition 
THE SHIP: Bente Stokke (Oslo) 
SPEED-89: Michael Webb (New York) 
THE RENEGADE CITY: Kenneth Kaplan and Ted Krueger (New York) 
ARCHITECTURE OF IMRE MAKOVECZ: Imre Makovecz (Budapest) 

87-88 
BODYBUILDINGS: Elizabeth Diller ♦ Ricardo Scofidio (New York) 
SCULPTURE TOWARD ARCHITECTURE: Terry Lee Dill (New York) 
LANDSCAPE OF FUTURE: Othmar Zechyr (Austna) 
BUILDING PROJECTS: Peter Salter and Chris Macdonald (London) 
TEMPORARY PUBLIC ART: Alfredo Jaar, Kate Encson and Mel Ziegler, Jenny Holzer. Krzysztof Wodiczko 
CENTRICITY: Lebbeus Woods (New York) 

THE DISSIPATION OF OUR BODIES INTO THE CITY: Coop Himmelblau (Vienna) 
FROM DESTRUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION: Kawamata (Tokyo) 

86-87 

URBAN RITUAL: Luca Plzzomo 
MEXICAN VISION: Russell Epprecht 
EXISTENCE: Taeg Nishimoto. Gordon Gilbert, Kyong Park 
BERLIN - NEW YORK: Group exhibition of Berlin and New York artists 
RETROSPECTIVE OF STOREFRONT. Group exhibition 
FUTURE OF STOREFRONT: Group exhibition 

8 S -86 

HOMELESS AT HOME PROJECT: Exhibition and competition 
ENVIRONMENTAL AESTHETIC: Dan Graham 
RETURN TO FUTURE: Seymour Rutkins and Rolland Ristme 
AFTER THE TILTED ARC: A group exhibition 
BEFORE WHITNEY: A competition 
CRITICAL REGIONALISM - NEW YORK: At Gallery 400 Chicago 

85-86 

HOMELESS AT HOME PROJECT: Exhibition and competition 
ENVIRONMENTAL AESTHETIC: Dan Graham 
RETURN TO FUTURE: Seymour Rutkms and Rolland Ristme 
^ ^ TER THE TILTED ARC: A group exhibition 
BEFORE WHrTNEY: A competition 

CRITICAL REGIONALISM - NEW YORK: At Gallery 400. Chicaqo 
84-85 

ADAM'S HOUSE IN PARADISE: A group exhibition 
THE HISTORY OF DOMESTIC FLIGHT: Stephen Pearson 
CENTERS: Lebbeus Woods 
WHEEL & SHADOW: Kazuko 

CONCRETE SCULPTURES: Rebbeca Martin 
T pedition OF IMAGINATION: Neil Denan and Bart Prince (New Mexico) 
SCULPTED SOVIETS: Leonid Sokov 

INDEPENDENT VISIONS IN ARCHITECTURE: A group exhibition 
83-84 

•iRRORS Howard Rosenthal 

ARCHITECTURE AND CONSCIOUSNESS: Dan Coma 
5 PROPOSALS FOR MANHATTAN: Kyong Park 

82-83 
DRAWINGS IN LEAD: Toshlo Sasaki 

^e^°^:Dg^:^,ng S¥STEM: A*"am Jim Renve,h a"d Rudansky 
QUESTION AND EXCLAMATION: Leonid Sokov 
PORTFOLIOS IN ARCHITECTURE: Group exhibition 
PERFORMANCE A-Z: A senes ol 28 performances 
GOWANUS CANAL REDEFINED: Competition 

Small and scrutfy and held together, it seems 
only be the strong will of a dedicated tew. the 
STOREFRONT for Ad and Architecture, in 
SoHo, occupies a cnticalplace in New York's 
adisbc ecology 
NEW YORK TIMES 
February. 1988 

STOREFRONT FOR ART 8 ARCHITECTURE 
97 KENMARE STREET. NEW YORK. NY 10012 

Graham Foundation. 
The Greenwall Foundation 
The Jerome Foundation 
The LEF Foundation 
The Sitverweed Foundation 

STOREFRONT is the last frontier of Avant 
Garde within an increasing retro-capitalist wodd 
Nam June Palk 
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An Eadhscratcher tor Century City 
by Dagmar Richter 

The Art of Copy: Rereading the City 

Daqmar Richter 

97 Kenuare Street. New York NY 10012 

THE ART OF COPY 

How then mutt a sooety be conditioned so that experience with hotory can intsgrata itself 
into the work of real experienced architecture without ft being agam and anew the bearer of 
past .mages (1) 

The Marked-The Unmarked (2) 
At the beginning of the century architecture and the arts tned to wipe the slate dean 
Modernists claimed to destroy the bourgeon patriarchal nature of ornament and spatial <*ga- 
mzatjon by creating spaces without ary hatoncal traces H was to be made drffeuft. as 
Wafter Benjamin wrote, to 'leave traces' because traces wi\ go agamst man as they force 
upon him a pattern of habu (3) The surface of the waB should not be a surface for images, 
but rather should fist be organized fin an aesthete, hygenc sense). The gnd as an organi¬ 
zational form should produce a silence that aBows all to 
breathe 

It seems obvious that a femmst approach to architecture rrxght once again try to gam 
authority through a Similar architectural praxis of negation. 

Negation as a basis of architectural design actuafy brought us two readngs. that of 

silence, which allowed the user to free himself from the terror of consunensm and historical 
bonds; and that of totalization, which was read as brutal suppressor Within a wel estab¬ 
lished oppositional thmlung framework, one had to choose between a pinst negation or a 
positivist historic*st approach Both arguments limn the possibility of a more sophisticated 
reading by aB users 

h is the space m-between which ought to be investigated The fcAowmg research tnes 
to find an architecture o whch one does not have to move into the realm of the unmarked or 
into restating a cultural representation which is pokteaty questionable, but m which one 
establishes Terence by moving towards the realm of experience by. as Benjamn wrote, 
the collective m an absent minded state . 

Berlin III 
A paper city, accessible menially from H txJee. «s 
illustrated by various sectional drawing* and a site drawing 
showing the lormer Potsdam ataion bsleeen lormei East 
and West Berlin 

The Author 
Architecture finds itself ti a decade of massive PR for a few smgUar authors-a situation n 
whch the popular press s more fascinated by F*hJp Johnson’s political past and currerx 
power plays. Peter Eisenman’s latest faux pas or Michael Graves’ shoes than n rs by thar 
work. 

What <3 sold on the commercial architectural market « not so much the product but the 
’aura’ of a unique author, an aura that «s given currency by the pubic's ns stance on estab¬ 
lishing the author, not the work, as the authority The work, then, is mprsoned m a frame¬ 
work of easily recognizable repetition which, established as style, signifies the author even if 
he pronounces the author for dead, and cannot be changed without the author k&ng author 
»ty. This crests of authority goes so far today that several authors use specific decorative 
props (the spectacles, the particular bow tie. suspenders, etc.) and do not dare to change 
these trademarks for fear of undercutting their easy recognizably 

Of course there -s always authorship, always an author, but <ts definition seems to be 
nothing other, as P Lmflzfcy described it. ’than a frozen motion picture of a process’ For 
those new members m tins cultural production, who only slowly enter the decourse, ttis 
myth of authorship o a critical one To concentrate on the process of making sneds some 
critical light on ttis issue Creativity. bnBance. eternal value and the secret (4) were ques¬ 
tionable concepts Benjamin already addressed a long time ago and they stir seem question¬ 
able within the architectural production today 

It « not history which <s the burden, but the fact that the h.stoncaJ tradition n the institu¬ 
tionalized cultural world has been made into an instrument of power (5) 

The Art of Copy 
The following projects were used to establish a methodology based on the art of copy. Most 
of the spaces we experience am random and circumstantial, some of A consciously formulat¬ 
ed. most of it the product of chance We are confronted with numerous levels and layers of 
visual text and physical experience, much of whch e nek the product & any consoous archi¬ 
tectural act As a result, our sites of operation have been surfaces whch let us read numer¬ 
ous different layers of physical information simultaneously, most of whch «s not msWution*- 
•zed and * experienced by everyone Rosalind Krauss has written 

The pattern books that are the backbone of architectural prxxJucbon. so that a 
building can be cooked up from a detail taken from here and a ground plan 
drawn from there are /usf one example of the extent to which production has 
always been at one level the ad of making copies from other ad (6) 

BERLIN III 

Protect Credits Dagmar Richter and Ulnch Hmnchsmeyer 
In 1988 Knstin Farm along with the Senate of Berlxt organized an exhibition to whch 
architects around the world were invited The exhibition was caled Berlin: Monument or 
model for thought At that time the st>B existing wan was one of the major obstacles 

addressed by most of the architects 
We deeded to produce a pure model of thought-* Bertc Ul totally walled c and mentally 

accessible from both sides The formal expression of ttis Berfcn III was the result of a 

already overcoming the east and west partitioning 

Dec. 5-Jan. 15 
1992-93 

Gallery Holrs: Tuesoay-Saturday 12-6 pm 

Openng Reception: December 5, Satifday, 6-6 pm 

A 

97 Kenmare Street. New York NY 10012 U SA Tel: 212 431 5795 Fa»: 212 431 5755 

process of translators front a number of images and spatial nformation into an na^nary 
imploding block structure at the site of the former Potsdam station, situated between East 
and West Berlin The matenal we used for the copying process ranged far and wide, from 

Rchter pamtogs to examples of xnptoerve space. He airships under construction and pho¬ 
tographs of black holes, from the Mart Bau by Kurt Schwitters to a compare' chip from a 
communications network, finally including the traces and memones of physical structures left 

on the site 
A process of copy-making suggested transformations thro^h a translaaon from one 

visual text obtained through a two-dimensional surface into a threadmensonal architectone 

descnption. 
The resulting physical construct was the outcome of a translation of kxnd spatial infor¬ 

mation into a structure which refused to use surface es pixe and singular tart 
The site of operation, the two-dmensional surface, was seen as a site * permanent 

transformation through a process onented drawing ritual The work was then read as a thei 
new layer created through the rereadng of indefinite smuftaneous othar layers of reforma¬ 

tion. 
The problem of the Serin project was partly that the rearing material consisted largely of 

established institutionalized art The matena) avaiaOie even rf one tnes to avoid the nsttu- 
tonaltzed information s certainly stJI indefinite As Rosalnd Krauss has put <t‘ 

The copyist is not only the slave of imitation He s also at times the master of 
invention Needing to decide about ambiguous patches he coryunss a rearing 
by imagining what would make sense Furthermore, one 5 feetng that ritual or 
other kinds ot repeated forms have their source ot meaning m some long since 
forgotten referent from winch the forms derived but which they no longer <n any 
way resemble, only adds to the suggestive resonance ot these forms Then Qual¬ 
ity as coded vehicles of repetition rs what gives them their aesthete authority 
The copy is simultaneously a term of demysMcaton and process or rather of 
demystification because of process (7) 

In architectural design the spawn and surface representahons used wrttin the process are 
found m any space independent of size. They have therefore to be translated nto an ercN- 
tectiral space, whch includes scale, use. log* of construct** and projection of matenats to 

be used. 
The act of rearing * architectural terms manifests itself through a process of ^repre¬ 

sentation of representation- the act of copying from found materal. whch wil ideally shed 
some light on new possibles for understanding * cnteal terms the htoden orders of space. This project Is made possible by the support from 

The National Endowment for the Art*. 



veneer territories, originating at the Place des Canons, 

are made by folding and unfolding the earth's surface 

Through this insertion of new material a careful repair 

and transformation of the easting area will be possible 

without destroying its essence 

I find myself in an indefinite process of finding, 

transcription and reintcnbing architectural space 

This process folds upon itself, creating layers of small 

changes after every new architectural transformation 

In no sense is the author dead But there are many 

authors There is a steady flux of people m my office 

who all m a profound way influence the next reading 

taken, as they are constantly asked to re evaluate the 

found condition we are working with Everyone of 

those who actively participate leaves numerous traces 

within the process 

I do not believe that after historicism fails architec 

ture is left with nothing. The contrary is true, it is left 

with layers and folding of spatial information that make 

the process of selection and elimination a crucial one 

Dagmar Richter 
Rereading Los Angles: A Primitive Rebel's 

Account 
from Assemblage 14. 1991 

earner for human activity The choice of working with 

veneer and surface can be traced back to the site s 

former history as a ground for film-mak.ng where con¬ 

ceptually. the surface used had the sole purpose of 

'not lettmg the character fall off (0) 

area's-mage The dominant smguiar objects, 

the skyscraper's forbKJdmg skins, celebrating 

the«r vertically and spatal control, were 
filmed, enlarged and recopied This process 

revealed spaces of folding and layering m the 

otherwise sleek surfaces of the bmkjmgs that 

would have gone unnoticed 

During the further process emphasis was put on two 

dstmet architectural propemes: 

1 Spatal boundaries 

2 Infrastructural and structural elements 

Dagmar Richter 

Notes 

1. Michael Muller. Architektur und Avantgarde. 

Athenaum, Frankfurt Mam, 1987, pi25 

2 A part of the Los Angeles project description has 

appeared in Assemblage 14 

3 Walter Benjamin. Illummationen. Frankfurt am Mam, 

1966. 

4. ibid, pi49 

5 Walter Benjamin. Gesammehe Schnfler. 

Tiedemann Schweppenhauser, 1.2. p695 

6 Rosalind Krauss. The originality of the Avant Garde 

Three projects (West Coast Galeway Competition. 

International Shmkenchiku Residential Design 

Competition and Rereading of Los Angeles An 

Earthscratcher for Century City) are presented here 

as nodes m Dagmar Richter’s ongoing research pro¬ 

gram dedicated to the architectural remapping of the 

primary structural features of the city of Los Angeles 

The freeway, one of the fundamental determinants of 

its geographical and social divisions, provides the 

strategies both of tilling up vertically (West Coast 

Galeway) and of superimposing horizontally 

Infrastructures and Structures 
Construction, as an independent element m my read¬ 

ing, is used merely within the second set of copies, 

where the attempt is made to copy an order of struc¬ 

ture and infrastructure onto the site These structures 

develop in this project an existence of their own In 

film sets, as in newer architectural sections, the impor 

tance of the space m-between, the space of fasteners 

nsulation. air buffer zones and second structures, 

becomes apparent. Different generic sections 

through skyscrapers were used to distill their rhythmi- 

Veneers. Surfaces and Boundaries 
A frfnvc method, not necessarily used in its direct 

sense, as with cutting and splcmg, but m its inherent 

structural logc. makes it possible to develop a space 

solely for the purpose of visual pleasure and as the 

(Shmkenchiku) several scaffoldings of different scales 

and levels of occupation The development of this 

technique culminates m the project for Century City 

Here. too. a second structural feature of Los Angeles, 

the ubiquitous commercial office building - that sleekly 

clad, antiseptic object that, along with its correlative, 

the surround of leftover, unusable space, has become 

an emblem of privatization and corporate control ~ is 

cut sectionaDy and rotated through ninety degrees to 

become a porous ’earthscratcher.* presumably with a 

corresponding change m its public occupiability and 

social utility Threaded through these projects are a 

belief m the transmutatrve effect of formal operations 

and a conviction that a critical reading of the negative 

characteristics of Los Angeles mighi generate new. 

constructive principles For Richter recommends the 

freeway and the skyscraper as the raw matenal for a 

formal and social restructuring of the city. 

The question of the critical modification of 

received or emergent typologies, or alternatively, the 

actual viability of the architectural ’mapping' of the 

very systems that architecture seeks to transform, will 

seem, as a mode of operation, superfluous (decorative 

markings on an irremediably reified society) or valu¬ 

able. in direct relation to one's convictions about the 

transformatory potental of any 'superstructure* fea¬ 

ture At bottom. Richter s strategies are not far from 

those of rap muse and feminist science fction: to 

envision radically different forms of language or space 

evolving out of the oppressive present, as if to force 

the moment when the oppressive factors might cease 

to exist The intensity of Richter’s efforts (not to men- 

ton her technical skill) keeps aJive the hope that archi¬ 

tecture might continue to have some claim on the 

invention of such new languages and spatialrties, that 

architectural imagination itself is still a possible form of 

social practice 

Rereading the city Berlin the new capital 
3-dimensional studies of the Minister Garden 

10 
Rereading the city: Berlin the new capital 
Map Studies of an area between Tiergarten and 
Fnednchstadt (Maps from 1740, 1772, 1071, 1936, Speer 
Plan. 1950. IB A Plan. 1983, 1992 are superimposed). 

11 
Rereading the dry Berlin the new capital 
3-dimensional studies of the Minister Garden 

ous perspective of the An Earthscratcher for Century City 

Structures and infrastructures 
Rebuilding Beirut - Misreadmg 
Model of the proposal for Beirut 

Rebuilding Beirut - Misreading the War 
Wrapping of body 

Rebuilding Beirut - Misreading the War 
Map of central Berut illustrating the layenng of Roman 
tsiamc and French borders and depicting the present 

Woolf describes her with a difference of view and 

Rebuilding Beirut - Misreading the War 
Stitching of body 

Rereading the City An Earthscratcher for 
Century City 
Project credits Dagmar Richter with Joshua 
Levine Theodore Zoumbouiakis. Anna Botneset. 

Rereading the city Berlin the new capital 
My ongoing mvestigatons into mapping, form finding, form 
interpretations and translations are now leading back to 

Berlin As Berlin needs a new city structure and a new 
parliament. 4 «s more than necessary to further study 
different historcal maps and investigate their reftecton of 
power. I use these maps to gam a critcal reading on the 
orders and different representations of the site The 
material s transformed through a translalon from two- 
dimensional information to three-dimensional model, which 
m turn gives a reading of a new order for a city which was 
erased from the earth more than 40 years ago The wUl to 
impose a specific architectural and urban order over Berfcn 
by Hitler went so far that he declared the bombings 
through the second world war to be a blessing, as 
construction for the new world order could start wlhout 

These maps are a reflecion of the different 
philosophies that have been prevalent through time 
Changing definitions of inside-outside, orders of the 
landscape from the utilized to the simulated romantic 
garden, the imposition of the new ratonahsts Ideas In the 
10th century and the imposition of a Third Reich 
representation through a new city plan, as wen as the 

erasure of most of the previous orders by the second 
world war, can be found within these studies 

The maps give us an opportunity to go further 
into the history of the site and to use the collected material 
in a conscous design process that wdl be more sensitive 
to the site's own history and 4s role in philosophical and 
political representation. 
Research Team 
Kat-Uwe Bergman. Gretchen Von Grossman. Nina Lesser. 
Jonathan Massey, Michael Milter. Steven Paddock. Carol* 
Sapper. Hlerdrs Svemsdother Patnck Tigae 

cality and relationship to the buildings' boundaries A 

transformation from vertical to horizontal allowed the 

repetitive elements to hold m place a linear infrastruc¬ 

ture which was derived from a study of the elevator’s 

role m Century City's skyscrapers, depicted withm the 

shadow studies of the site As a graft we used the 

form, but not the program, of the Los Angeles free¬ 

ways and tram tracks to find dynamic horizontal layers 

which can be translated mto bicycle paths, running 

tracks, magnetic railways and crosscalators. The 

working drawings which consisted of layers of copies 

from found spatial information, were used as a text fur¬ 

ther to develop working models for the study areas of 

skin and «nfrastructure. 

and Other Modernist Myths, MIT, Cambridge. Mass, 

fifth edition, 1988 

7 ibid, pp 125-129 This small paragraph actually cov 

ers a lot of matenal I am concerned with, as it address 

es the abstract, its role as a demystifying term as well 

as one s possibility to translate the found matenal. 

8 Song test of Laurie Anderson; 'I think we should 

put some mountains here - otherwise one of the char¬ 

acters is going to fall off 

reading Misreading is used as a cntical tool to help 

transform found spatial information when inconsisten¬ 

cies occur. During the process of copying the reader 

does not therefore necessarily try to match the mcon 

gruities to the found condition, but uses the gap to 

insert grafts into the process 

development This requires new modes of planning 

operations: 

1 To think of the city in section depicting differ¬ 

ent layers of operations at the same time 

2 To have the courage to leave scarred areas as 

they have been found and help their development 

by adding new layers of operation. 

REBUILDING BEIRUT - MISREADING 

THE WAR 

Protect credits: Dagmar Richter with Theodore 
Zoumbouiakis. Anne Bolneset. Eileen Yankowski 

As an overall move we used a deliberate misreading of 

two supposedly unrelated but actually very related 

strategies 

1 The strategies of conventional war 

2 The operations of conventional medicine 

We used strategy maps of attack and counterattack 

which overlaid the area with fields of tension and relief 

and used maps of operations on war victims, where 

burned skm was relocated and wounds cleaned and 

sewn together to formulate an architectural tactic, 

where strategy* and operation' are used in a deliber 

ate misreading to insert new structures into the 

destroyed area. 

This tactic involved the development of an architec¬ 

tural veneer above and around the destroyed souk 

area, encouraging new growth in the spaces in* 

betwoen This could be initiated by the neighbor¬ 

hoods themselves in that they collectively sell the air 

rights above the existing souk area and then use the 

financial outcome to renovate and upgrade the area 

without losing its partitioned and decentralised charac 

ter. Thin threads of pedestrian bridges create a new 

urban network, which together with the veneer ban¬ 

dages reconnect the gap created by that war The 

new whimsical thread structures ongmate around the 

Race d’Etoile and will hover above and between the 

old rums, new veneer territories, originating at the 

to celebrate the publication of 
Mart* Robbin's Angles of Incidence by the 

FVmceton Architectural Press 

Dagmar Richter lives in Los Angeles and is 
Associate Professor of Architecture at the Graduate 
School of Architecture and Urban Planning in UCLA 
Bom in Germany, she has received Vordipiom from 
the University of Stuttgart (1976). and Master of 
Architecture from the Royal Ad Academy in 
Copenhagen (1982). and did post graduate studies 
at Stadelschule In Frankfurt under Peter Cook (1984- 
86). She has worked on vanous projects and com¬ 
petitions with offices in Boston (1986-89) and Los 
Angeles (1989 to present), which includes an addi 
bon to a Neutra building and houses In the Pacific 
Palisades and Westwood, and was a hnahst in the 
West Coast Gateway Competition (1988), on which 
she collaborated with Shayne O'Neil She has 
exhibited in Gallery Rom (Oslo). Gallery Scaia 
(Copenhagen), Fenster Gallery (Franktud), Graduate 
School of Design at Harvard. MIT Museum and 
Cooper Union Her works has been published m 
A+u. Journal of Philosophy and the Visual Ads. 
Assemblage. Werk Bauen Wohnen and Storefront's 
Repods, She has taught at the Graduate School of 
Design at Harvard Cooper Union, Rhode Island 
School of Design and other schools 

Strategies of Destruction and Repair 
This project uses the plan material available to develop 

an architectural strategy of repair The studio chose 

to read the different maps of Beirut, from antiquity to 

the fairly recent rums of French planning, m order to 

record a ser.es of layers produced by catastrophes 

and repair Catastrophes brought about by human 

violence or natural disaster historically have become a 

buried underlayer for the production of a new architec 

ture. The new structures chose to ignore the fact of a 

tragic repetition and tried to produce a new image of 

undisturbed unity and timelessness 

The destroyed area of the markets between the 

place d’Etoile and the Race des Qanons has been 

chosen as a site for an abstract operation Today as 

Beirut is contemplating its renewal, the development 

of the souk area between the two plazas which has 

been largely destroyed, is hindered by decentralized 

ownership. A different approach to new development 

will reveal the layers of catastrophes, leaving the old 

operations intact and simultaneously proposing new 

January 0.1993 

Friday. 6:30 pm 
Juxtaposition 
In the next stage, the collapse of both working models 

mto yet another structure allowed the first studies of 

incongruities between skm and structure, establishing 

an array of spaces m between These incongruities 

were used to insert a critical rereading of the obtained 

space, The new model inserts itself onto Century 

City’s structure as an architectural parasite m the form 

of an earthscratcher that connects two different green 

spaces through an array erf surfaces, antiprogrammes 

and artificial landscapes Numerous skms cover, con¬ 

nect. carry and shade human activities This model 

stands as yet another text available to the reader to 

interpret It can be seen as a text about further spatial 

development for Century City 

Angles of Incidence represents an m-pr ogress survey 

of the work of architect Mark Robbins. This work 

takes the form of small-scale constructions, drawings 

and installahons Robbm's projects investigate the 

urban and rural landscape of the United Stales and 

explore the intersection of the built environment with 

culture. The work deals with the embodiment of the 

city, its e/otic and often claustrophobic intimacy, and 

its representation of power His interest in film, media, 

and the interaction of high and popular culture -s evi¬ 

dent m his architectural work, which abstracts and 

appropriates from these diverse sources The pubk- 

cation is funded m part by a grant from the Graham 

Foundation 
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Rebuilding Beirut - Misreading the War 
War strategies reused to find the strategy tor repairs 

Misreading 
During the exercises done withm the last years, on. 

emerging aspect to be addressed withm the act of 

reading and copying was the deliberate ad of m.s- 

80 pp 7S4m u 10<$‘4m. paperbound. 133 b w & 85 
color illustrations. $19 95 
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